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(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurečenskij) 
ABSTRACT. A two stage linear model with constraints on parameters is under 
consideration. These constraints occurs in the second stage, however parameters 
of the both stages are involved in them. The problem is to construct a linear 
estimator in the second stage under a condition t h a t the estimator of the first 
stage parameter must not be changed. 
In t roduc t ion 
In the multistage linear model [1], [2], [4], [6], [7] a linear system of con­
straints on parameters of the i th and the preceding stages may occur. The pa­
rameters of the preceding stages are not known and in the i th stage estimators 
of them are at our disposal only. A linear estimator in the i th stage respecting 
the mentioned system of constraints belongs to a subclass of the class of all 
linear unbiased estimators. In this subclass there does not exist the jointly 
efficient estimator (cf. [3, p. 58 and 156]); it is reasonable to seek an estima­
tor optimal with respect to some risk function ([3, p. 267]). 
The aim of the paper is to contribute to a solution of the estimation problem 
in the two stage linear model, where the mentioned constraints occur in the 
second stage. 
1. A motivat ion example 
Let 9\, #2 > Y\, Y2 be stochastically independent random variables with 
mean values 6\, 62 , (3\, $2 a i1d with the variances T\ , T | , of , cr|. This will 
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The parametric space of this model is 0 = {(0i,0 2 , f t , ft)' : (1, —1,1,1) • 
• ( ^ ^ f t ^ f t ) ' = 0} . Let 01 , 02 be parameters of the first stage and /3\, /32 
parameters of the second stage; ft + (32 = 62 — 0\. E.g., an experiment the 
aim of which is to determine a height difference ft between points A and P 
and a height difference ft between points P and B if the height of the point 
A is 9\ and the height of the point B is 92 . The estimators 01 and 62 of 
the heights 6\ and 02 are given from the first stage, the measurement Y\ , 
Y2 of the parameters /3\ , ft is performed in the second stage. The estimates 
of the first stage must not be changed in the second stage, i.e., the estimators 
ft = a\\Y\+ai2Y2 + a\39\+a\462 and ft = a2\Y\+a22Y2 + a236\+a2A62 have 
to fulfil the condition f3\ + f32 — 02 — 6\. As the estimators are to be unbiased 
they must fulfil the following conditions 
(i) V {(0i,02 > ft, ft)': ft+ft + 0 i - 0 2 = O} £ 7 ( f t | 0 i , 0 2 , f t , f t ) = ft, 
i = l , 2 , 
(ii) ft+ft = 0 2 - 0 1 -
The condition (i) is fulfilled for such a system of coefficients a^-, i = 1,2; 
j = 1 , . . . , 4 , that 
M axl - 1 « 1 2 , « 1 3 , 
Q 1 4 
« 2 Ь <*22 - 1, « 2 3 , « 2 4 
ì j CNí((l, 1, 1, -1)') , 
where M denotes the columns space of the matrix in the parenthesis ( ) . 
The unbiased estimators of the parameters* ft and ft are 
ft = Y\ + k\ (Y\ + Y2 + 6\-e2), k\en\ 
ft = Y2 + k2(Y\ +Y2 + 6\- 02), k2 e n
1, 
where a symbol 'R? denotes the p -dimensional Euclidean space. The class of 
such estimators is denoted Up . 
If the unbiased linear estimators fulfil the condition (ii), then k\ + k2 = — 1. 
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In the class of linear unbiased estimators (the condition (i) is fulfilled, the 
condition (ii) need not be fulfilled) the jointly efficient estimator of the param-
eters pi , j32 is 
fc\ = (Yi-[°l/(°
2i+rt + T? + T])](Yl + Y2 + 01-92)\ 
fe) \y2-[oll(ol + ol + Tl + T2
2)](Y1 + Y2 + e1-e2)) " 
The estimator obviously does not fulfil the condition (ii) because of 
(-ol-oDKol + ol + TJ + TD^-l. 
An estimator fulfilling both of the conditions (i) and (ii) is denoted by a 
tilde: 
P = Y + ( _ i _ k)(
Yl + F - + ^ - *-) ' 
The class of such estimators is denoted Up . 
The problem is how to choose the number k in order to attain an estimator 
(3 optimal with respect to a given criterion of optimality. In the following an 
estimator (3 will be considered as the optimal one if it minimizes the risk function 
B(/3,/3) = Tr[HVar0(/3)] , / 3 e ^ . 
The matrix H is chosen by a statistician and it is usually positively definite. 
For a given matrix H the optimal estimator /3 is characterized by a number 
_ ~ ^ u < 7 ? ~ ffl2(2<T'+T?+T^ + ff22((T'+T?+^ 
[(Hn - 2H12 + H22)(o\ + a\ + r\ + rf)] 
where 
H ~ ( H 2 i ! H22)' H11 + H22-2H12^0. 
If H = eie{ (e[ = (1,0)), then & = p{, if H = e2e'2 (e2 = (0,1) ') , then 
fo = /32* , e t c 
This example demonstrates an unpleasant consequence of the condition (ii) 
which prevents us to find the jointly efficient unbiased linear estimator in the 
class Up . 
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2. T w o s t age l inear m o d e l w i t h cons t r a in t s 
In the following (cf. [1]) let 
Y2) VVD, X 2 ; {(3)>y o, s 2 2 ; j ' (2-1) 
6 = {(0',/3')': B/3 + C0 + a = O}; 
X i , D, X2 are known n\ x k\, n2 x &i, n2 x fc2 matrices, 0 , /3 are fci-
and k2 -dimensional unknown vectors and S n , S 2 2 are known matrices, B , 
C are known q x k2 , q x k\ matrices and a is a given vector. It must hold: 
M(Df) C yM(X'i), M(C) C M(B) and a e yVf(C). The vector 0 is the 
parameter of the first stage, the vector /3 is the parameter of the second stage. 
From the first stage the unbiased estimator 0 = (X'1S^1
1X1)~
1X'1S[1
1 Y\ and 
its covariance matrix S^ = ( X ^ S ^ X ^ - 1 are at our disposal only. 
The aim is to determine an estimator of the parameter (3 on the basis of the 
random vector Y2 — DO, where Y2 is the observation vector of the second stage 
and on the basis of the estimator 0 . 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . The model (2.1) is regular if the rank of the matrix Xx is 
R(Xi) = k\ , R(X2) — k2 , S n , S 2 2 are positively definite matrices, R(B) = q , 
i ? (CS^C) = q, where S^ = Var(0) = ( X i E ^ X i ) " 1 . 
LEMMA 2.2. The class Up of unbiased estimators of the parameter j3 in the 
regular model (2.1) is 
Up = { [X~ + Z(l - X2X^) + EBX^] (Y2 - DO) + EC0 + Ea : 
Z an arbitrary k2 x n2 matrix, E an arbitrary k2 x q matrix} , 
where X^ is an arbitrary but fixed matrix from the class X^ of the g-inverses 
X2 of the matrix X2 (a matrix X "̂ is a solution of the equation X2X^~X2 = X2 ; 
in detail cf [5]). 
P r o o f . A linear estimator (3 — ~T\( Y2 — D 0 ) + T 2 0 + d is unbiased estimator 
of 0 if and only if TiX2/3 + T 2 0 + d = /3 for each vector ( ^ J e {(" ' , v
f)f : 
Bw + Ci/ + a = 0} = G. 
Thus 
V{(/3',0')' E 6 } [(TiX2 - l),T2] ( g ) + d = 0 
<=> 3 {E : k2 x q matrix} X'2T'i - I = B'E' A T'2 = C'E' A d = Ea. 
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The equation TiX 2 — I = EB has a solution Tt for any k2 x q matrix E, 
because of (I + EB)X^X2 = I + EB (cf. [5, Lemma 2.2.4]; the implications 
M(B') C M(X'2) => BX2X2 = B and R(X2) = k2 = > X~X2 = I are 
utilized). Thus the class of all solutions for a given E is 
{Ti : T i == X̂ ~ + EBX^~ + Z(l — X2X^") : Z an arbitrary k2 x n2 matrix} , 
where X~ is any fixed element of A^- . It is obvious how to finish the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. The class of all linear unbiased estimators (3 of the parameter (5 
based on the vectors Y2 — D02 and 02 and fulfilling the condition B/3 + C9 + a = 
0 is 
Up = {(I - B"B)[X- + Wi(l - X2X~) + W2BX-](V2 - DO) 
+ [ - B~ + (I - BB)W2 ]C0 + (I - BB)W 2 a - B a : 
Wi an arbitrary k2 x n2 matrix, W2 an arbitrary k2 x q matrix} , 
where X~ and B~ are arbitrary but fixed matrices from X~~ and B~ , respec-
tively. 
P r o o f . An estimator /3 (Lemma 2.2) fulfils the condition 
B/3 + CO + a = 0 
if and only if 
B ^ + Z(l - X2X~) + EBX~}X2(3 + (C + BEC)0 + BEa 
+ B[X~ + Z(l - X2X") + EBX^]e + (C + BEC)^ = 0 
for each (/3',0')' E 0 and for each (or almost each) realization of the random 
vectors e = Y2 — DO — X2/3 and e^ = 0 — 0. The expression 
B[X~ + Z(l - X2X~) + EBX"]X2/3 + (C + BEC)0 + BEa 
equals zero vector for each ((3',0')' £ 0 since /3 G Up . As P{e e M[E = 
S 2 2 + D ( X 1 S "
1 X 1 ) -
1 D ' ] } = 1 and P{e6 e M[VS = (X'^-'X',)'
1}} = 1 
and the matrices £ and S^ are regular with respect to our assumption, i.e., 
.M(E) = R"2 , M(Eg) = TZkl , we obtain the following equations for unknown 
matrices Z and E: 
BX2 + BZ(I - X 2 XJ) + BEBX^ = O , 
C + BEC = 0 . 
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This can be written as follows: 
B(Z,E)(° ; ' - B
X
x f )^(-C-BX2-,. 
A particular solution is Z = X "̂ and E = — B~ thus the system is consistent 
(the implications M(B') C M(X2) = » BX~X2 = B and M(C) C M(B) 
=-> BB~C = C and [5, Lemma 2.2.4] are utilized). Then with respect to [5, 
Theorem 2.3.2] the class of all solutions of this system is 
j(Z,E)=B-(-C,-BX2-)(°' ' " g ^
2 " ) +(W1,W2) 
B-B(W!,W2) o, I-X2XJ\ /o, i-x 2x 
к2 
C, BXJ J \C, BX2 
Wi any k2 x n2 matrix, W 2 any k2 x q matrix > . 
The matrices X.J and B " are arbitrary but fixed g -inverses of the matrices X2 
and B, respectively. If the g -inverse 
o, i-x2x2-\ - / o, o 
c BXJ ) v'- x2x2-, X2B 
is used (a reader can easily verify that it is a g-inverse), we obtain general 
solution in the form 
z = wx - BBWi(i - x2x;r), 
E = W2 - BBB" - BBW2BB" . 
After substituting Z and E into Lemma 2.2 we obtain the sought estimator 
either in the form 
/3 = {X- + (I - B-B)[W!(I - X2X^) + W2BX2 ] - BBX^}(Y2 - DO) 
+ [ - B- + (I - B-B)W2]C6> + (I - B"B)W2a - B a , 
or in the form 
$ = (I - B2"B)[X2- + W,(l - X2X2-) + W2BX.J] Y 
+ (I - B"B)[ - XJD - Wx(l - X2X;T)D - W2BXo-D + W2C]0 - B~C0 
+ ( l - B B ) W 2 a - B a . 
In the following the notation A " , . ^ means a matrix with the properties 
A A m ( N ) A = A ' a n d NKn(N)^ = A ' ( A m ( N ) ) N ' h e r e A i s a n arbitrary m x n 
matrix and IM is a p.s.d. n x n matrix (cf. [5]). 
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THEOREM 2.4. In the class Up from Lemma 2.2 there exists the jointly effi­
cient estimator /3* of the vector (3, 
Ѓ = ((Xi, в % . ( S ) ) ' ( _ ^ D ě ) , 
where 
S n , S i 2 
k S 2 i , S 2 2 
S n = S 2 2 + D(X' 1 E_- 1
1 X 1 )-
1 D', S 1 2 = D ( X
,
1 S -
1 X 1 ) -
1 C , 
S 2 1 = C(X' 1 E_- jX 1 )-
1 D', S 2 2 = C(X' 1 S_- 1
1 X 1 )-
1 C . 
P r o o f . Let us consider any linear function f(/3) = p' (3, (3 £ < (I, O) I \~ I : 
B/3 + CO + a = 0 >, and its unbiased linear estimator p'([X.J + Z(l — X2X^~) 
+ E B X - ] V 2 + { - [X- + Z ( l - X 2 X - ) + EBX-]D + E C } 0 ) + p ' E a from Lem-
ma 2.2. Its variance is 
¥>(E,Z) 
= p'[X2 + Z(l - X2X_") + EBX2]E22{(X2-)' + [I - (X2)'X2]Z' + (Xj.'B'E'Jp 
+ p'{ [X_- + Z(l - X2X_") + EBX_"] D - EC} 
• £_ (D'{(X2-)' + [I - (X-)'X'2]Z' + (X2")'B'E'} - C'E')p. 
Its extremal value is attained for matrices E, Z fulfilling the equations 
cV(E,Z)/dE = 0 , 
cV(E, Z)/dZ = O . 
These equations can be written in the form: 
pp'{[Xz + Z(l - X2X_") + EBX_"] [Sn(X_-)'B' - S12] - ES21(X_-)'B' + ES22} = O, 
pp>{[X_- +Z( I - X 2 X-) + EBX-]Su[l - (X-)'X_] - ES21[I - (X_")'X_]} = O. 
(2.2) 
Now it is necessary to find the considered #-inverse of the matrix (X2, B ' ) , 
to express it in the form 
((X_, B ' ) ; ( S )) ' = (X2- + Z(l - X2X2") + EBX2", -E) 
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and to prove that the proper choice of the matrices X~ , E, Z from the right-
hand side fulfil the equations (2.2) for any p . 
Let us take into account the relations 
(X 2 ,B')- ( S ) = S - (
X
B





s _ 1 = ' - - - - * 
S2i, s 2 2 
--i _ / Sц, Si 2 
^n + ̂ n Si2(S22 — S 2 i S n Si 2 ) ^SгiSц^ , — S n S i 2 ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S n Si 2 ) 
— ( S 2 2 — S 2 l S n S i 2 )
_ 1 S 2 l S n , (S22 — S 2 l S n S i 2 )
_ 1 
(2.3) 
(Sц — S i г S ^ S21) - 1 , — (Sц — S i г S ^ Sг iJ^SiгS - ^ 
- S ^ S 2 i ( S ц - Si2S2~2 S 2 i )
_ 1 , S~2 + S~2 S 2 i ( S ц - Si 2 S~ 2 Sгi^-^SiгS^ 
- l 
then we obtain 
((x2,B')-(S)y 
— ( [X 2 S X 1 X2 + (B — S 2iS 1 ] L X 2 ) ' ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 ) ~ (B — S 2 i S n X2)] 
' [ X 2 S n — (B — S 2 i S n X 2) ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 ) S 2 i S 1 1 ], 
[X2S11 X2 + (B — S 2 i S n X2)'(S22 — S 2 i S 1 1 Si2)~ (B — S2iS 1 1 X2)J . • 
• (B — S2iS 1 1 X2) (S22 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 ) J 
= (XJ + Z(l - X2X2") + EBX2", -E) 
where 
X2 = ( X 2 S n X 2) X 2 S n , 
E = — [ X 2 S n X2 + (B — S 2 i S n S i 2 ) ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 ) (B — S 2 i S n X2)J 
• (B — S 2 i S n X 2) ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 ) , 
Z — E S 2 i S 1 1 . 
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It is easy to verify that these matrices X~ , E, Z fulfil the equations (2.2). 
The following relationships must be taken into account: 
[ X 2 S n X2 + (B — S 2 i S n X 2 ) ' ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S n S i 2 ) ~ (B - S 2 i S 1 1 X2)J X 2 S n 
= (^2^ii X 2 )~ X 2 S n - ( X 2 S n X 2 )~ (B - S 2 i S x l X2) • 
• [S 2 2 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 + (B — S 2 i S l x X 2 ) ( X 2 S n X 2 )~ (B — S 2 i S n X2)'J 
• (B — S 2 i S n X 2 ) ( X 2 S n X 2 )~ X 2 S n , 
EBX2 — ZX 2X 2 = E(B — S 2iS 1 ] L X 2 )X 2 
= — [ X 2 S n X2 + (B — S 2 i S n X 2 ) ' ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S n S i 2 ) ~ (B — S 2 i S 1 1 X2)J 
• (B — S 2 i S n X2) ( S 2 2 — S 2 i S n S i 2 ) ~ (B — S 2 i S 1 1 X 2 ) ( X 2 S n X 2 )~ X 2 S n 
— — ( X 2 S n X 2 )~ (B — S 2iS 1 ] L X 2 ) ' [ S 2 2 — S 2 i S 1 1 S i 2 + (B — S 2 i S n X 2) • 
• ( X 2 S n X2) (B — S 2 i S 1 1 X2) J (B — S 2iS 1 ] L X 2 ) ( X 2 S n X2) X 2 S 1 1 
(cf. (2.3)). As the equations (2.2) are solved for any vector p , the choice of the 
matrices X~ , E and Z leads to the joint efficient estimator. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If the two stage models (frequently occurring) 
Yi Xi, o 
o, x2 
<Л l-ц, o 
ßГ V o, E2 2 
(i.e. D = Q ) , 
0 = {(0',(3')f : B/3 + CO + a = 0} , is under consideration, then 
ßî = (X2,B')" /S22, o \ 




(X2,B')" ťs22, O \ 
\ O, CSáC'J. 
= (X2 + Z(l - X2X2-) + EBX2", - E ) , 
and 
^ 2 — ( ^ 2 ^ 2 2 ^ 2 ) X 2 . S 2 2 , 
E = - ( X ' 2 S 2 - 2
1 X 2 ) -
1 B ' [ C E é C + B ( X ' 2 E 2 2
1 X 2 ) -
1 B ' ] - 1 
z = o. 
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The proof is analogous to the preceding one. 
R e m a r k 2.6. The estimator /3* from Theorem 2.4 does not fulfil the con­
dition B/3* + CO + 3 = 0; after some simple but tedious calculation the follow­
ing result can be obtained: 
Bß* + C + a = B Y ^ D )+C + a 
-C -a 
[(X2,B')-(S)J 
= [I - Mi] M^B/S + CO + a) - MiMj^SaiSii1-
• [I - X 2(X 2SU
1X 2)-
1X' 2SU




1(B - S . iS^X,) ' , 
M2 = S 2 2 — S 2 1 S 1 1 S i 2 + (B — S 2 1 S U X 2 )(X 2 S U X 2 )
_ (B — S 2 1 S U X2) , 
0 = (X 2 S U
1 X 2 )-
1 X 2 S U
1 (Y 2 — DO) (an unbiased but not efficient 
estimator of (3). 
R e m a r k 2.7. If the two stage model from Corollary 2.5 is considered, then 




1 Y2 + CO + a 
-B(X' 2 S u
1 X 2 )-
1 B'[C(X' 1 E u
1 Xi)- 1 C' + B(X 2 Sr 1
1 X 2 )-




1 Y2 + CO + a} 
= C(XiS u
1 Xi)- 1 C'[C(X' 1 S u






1r2 + CO + a} . 
If C(X' 1 E u
1 Xi)- 1 C = O, i.e., the vector CO + a is known, then /3* is the 
jointly efficient estimator and at the same time it fulfils the condition B/3* + 
CO + a = 0. In this case we obtain 
ß* (X2,B') Y -C -a <=o-'8)J 
= {I - (X 2 Sr 1
1 X 2 )-
1 B'[B(X 2 S u
1 X 2 )-
1 B']- 1 B}/3 
-(X 2 S u
1 X 2 )-
1 B'[B(X' 2 S 1 -
1 X 2 )-
1 B']" 1 (C0 + a) 
(cf. [3, p. 152]). 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let H be a given k2 x &2 p.s.d. matrix and let an estima-
tor (3 from Up be optimal ( H -optimal) if it minimizes the function </>(/3) = 
Tr [H Var(/3)] , /3 G Up . Then the matrices X " , B " , Wi and W2 from 
Lemma 2.3 are solutions of the following equations 
U i ( W l 7 W 2 ) ^ ^ J
1 ^ = ( P 1 , P 2 ) (2.5) 
where 
Ui = [ l - B ' ( B - ) ' ] H [ I - B B ] , 
Vi = (I - X2X-)[E22 + D(X'1E-
1Xi)"1D'] [I - (X2)'X2] , 
V2 = BX2" [E22 + D(X'1E"1
1X1)-
1D'] [I - (X2)'X2] 
-C(X'1E-
1Xi)-1D'[l-(X-)'X2], 
Pi = -[I - B'(B-)']H[I - B-B]X2" [E22 + D(X'1Eri
1Xi)-1D'] [l - (X-)'X'2] 
- [I - B'(B-)']HB-C(X'1E1-1
1Xi)-1D'[l - (X2-)'X'2] , 
Tx = [I - (X2-)'X'2]{[E22 + D(XiEr1
1Xi)-1D'](X2)'B' - D(X'iEr1
1Xi)-1C'} , 







P2 = - [I - B'(B-)']H[I - B-B]X-[E22 + D(X'1E7;1
1X1)-
1D'](X2-)'B' 
+ [I - B'(B-)']HB-C(X'1E^1
1X1)-
1C' 
- [I - B'(B-)']HB-C(X'1E-
1X1)-
1D'(X2-)'B' 
+ [I - B'(B-)']H[I - B-B]X2-D(X'1Er1
1Xi)-1C . 
P r o o f . Let 
/3 = [[I - B-B]X2" + [I - B-B]Wi(l - X2X2") + [I - B-B]W2BX2-] Y2 
+ { - B C - [I - BBJXJD - [I - BB][I - BB]Wi ( l - X2X2")D 
- [I - B-B]W2(BX2D - C)}6 + [I - B-B]W2a - B~a 
= (Ai + A2WiA3 + A2W2A4) Y2 + (A5 - A2WiA6 - A2W2A7)<9 + c, 
where 
Ai = [I - B"B]X2- , A2 = [I - B-B], A3 = [I - (X2-yX'2] , 
A4 = BX2, A5 = B C - [ I - B B ] X 2 D , A6 = (I - XzX^D , 
A7 = BX2"D-C, c = [ l - B - B ] W 2 a - B a . 
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In the following let vec(A) = ( a j , . . . , a'nY, where A = (a1 ? . . . , an) is an ar-
bitrary rn x n matrix; the symbol ® will denote the tensor multiplication of 
matrices. 
Thus 
<^(W1,W2) = Tr[HVar(/3)] 
= Tr ( H (A X + A2(W1;W2) ( ^ ) ) E22 (A\ + (A'3, Ai) (JJJJÍ ) A 2 ) ) 
+ Tr ( H ( A 5 - A2(WX,W2) ( * * ) ) E é ( A ^ - (A^,A'7) ( ™ \ ) A 2 ) ) 
= (vec ( E 2 2 (A'X + (A'3, Ai) ( JJJJÍ ) A'2) H ) ) 'vec (A'X + (Ai,, Ai) ( ^ , ) A2 
+ (vec (Eá (A 5 - (Ai, A7) ( JJJJÍ ) A'2) H ) ) 'vec (A^ - (A ,̂ A7) ( JJJJJ ) A2 
= ([veciA',)]'^® E2 2)+ (vec (Jjjj;))'((A'2H)® ( ( ^ ) E 2 2 ) ) ) • 
• (veciAi') + [A2 (g) (A ,̂ Ai)] vec (jJJJ\)) 
+ ^vec(A5
,)] ,(H®.fi i) - (vec (JJJJÍ))' ((A2H) ® ( ( * « ) E á ) ) ] 
vec(A5') - [A2 ® (Ai, A'-)] vec (JJJJ})) 
and 
^(W1,W2)/Ovec(j]JJÍ 
= 2 ((A2HA2)® ( ( * * ) E22(A^,AІ)+ ( J j ) Eá(A ,̂A'7))) 
+ 2 ((A'2H) ® ( ( ^ ) E 2 2 ) ) vec^AЧ) 
- 2 ( ( A 2 H ) ® ( (
A
7 ) E é ) ) v e c ( A ' 5 ) . 
Wì vec' w2 
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The equation 
|a^(w l lw2)/ôvec(JJJ; 
( A 2 H A 2 ) ® ^ J > ) . a 2 2 ( A i > A i ) + ( J j ) E é ( A 6 , A r ) ) ) v e c 
WЧ 
W'2 
Ҷw")Ҷ(î:)-»Чй)-0)(vec(A,,) -vec(A'5) = 0 
/ W', \ 
has obviously solution for vec I | A # , I and in this solution the function <j>(-) 
attains its minimum; the last equation can be rewritten in the form 
U i ( W i , W 2 ) ( ^ ^ ) = ( P x , P 2 ) 
given in the assertion of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 2.9. Let Wk2,n2 and Wfc2,a, respectively, be spaces of matri­
ces of the size &2 x 7L2 and &2 x r/, respectively. Let (Wi,Vi) = Tr(WiVi), 
Wi, Vi e Wfc2,n2 and let (W2, V2) = Tr(W2V2), W2, V2 6 Wfc2,7 . Let sfc2 be a 
space of fc2x/u2 symmetric matrices with the inner product (Si, S2) = Tr(SiS2), 
Si, S2 G Sk2 • The image C<p of the cartesian product V\42,n2 x Wk2,q , when the 
function (cf. Lemma 2.3) 
<KWi,w2) 
= Var((l - B-B^XJ + Wi(l - X2X^) + W2BX^"] Y2 
+ { - B C + (I - B B ) [ - X^D - Wi(l - X2X^)D - W2BX2D + W2C] }0 
+ ( l - B _ B ) W 2 a - B
_ a ) 
is used, is a set included in the convex cone C of the positive semidefinite 
matrices in sfc2 . Let fco = min{fc : k €lZ, Vfc D C,p 7̂  0} , where 
Vfc = fcK + £ H = {A:H + K: Ke/CH} , 
/CH = {S: Ses fc2 , Tr(SH) = 0}. 
Then there exist matrices W ? , W^ with property ^(W?, Wg) G Vfco DC^ and 
these matrices are a solution of the equation (2.5). 
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By Theorem 2.8 the problem of a numerical determination of the H -optimal 
estimator (3 is solved. Nevertheless a structure of such an estimator is not trans-
parent. It would be useful sometimes to know an explicit expression of matrices 
X_7 , B~ , W_, W2 for a given H . Another problem can be formulated in such 
a way that the matrices X_7 , B~ , W i , W2 are chosen and a matrix H is to be 
found with respect to which the estimator given by the matrices X_7 , B~ , W i , 
W2 is H -optimal. A partial answer to these questions is given by the following 
corollary. 
C O R O L L A R Y 2.10. 
a) Let H = B T B ' , where T is any symmetric /c2 x fc2 matrix. Then any 
estimator (5 €Up is H -optimal. 
b) Let D = O (a model from Corollary 2.5) and let 
H = X_S2-2




















1B ,]-1(C(9 + a) 
= 0 - B;(Xis-ix_)
B) [(KUZJY* - BB-((XJ_-%)(«+a>
 G ^ 
is H -optimal. This assertion is proved by verifying that the choice 
x_- = [(x'2)-,_,„,]', w_ = o , m(_.22)-l 
mtXiS^Xa) ' " - - • "m{X<2j;^X2) B = B " _,„_,_ ,, w_ = -в„/v/_,__ 
satisfy (2.5) . 
c) Let D = O and X2S_T2 X2 = cr
21. Then the estimator fi from b) mini­
mizes a value of the quantity Tr (Var(/3)) . (3 £ Up . 
R e m a r k 2.11. In the case b) from Corollary 2.10 let the spectral de-
composition of the matrix ( X ^ E ^ X . * ) - 1 be Q i D i Q j , QiQ^ = I, Dx = 
Diag(d i ,n , . . . .c.i,k2,k2) and the spectral decomposition of the matrix V = 






/] . The matrix Q^Qs = F is orthog-
onal, F = (fi, f2,..., fk) and 
k2 k2 
1Y(X_____lX_V) = _C_>__/«ajd2.«Mji » 
j = l . = 1 
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where ftJ = {f-}ja. 
R e m a r k 2.12. Since Var(/3) is a singular matrix for each /3 E U$ , the 
image 4>{Wk2,j2 x Wk2,q) from Remark 2.9 is included into the boundary of the 
convex cone C (the boundary consists of positive semidefinite matrices which 
are not regular). If for a given /3 G 4>(Wk2,n2
 x V\?k2,q) a supporting hyperplane 
H of C at the point /3 is constructed, then (3 is H-optimal with respect to 
any HA.(H — (3). Thus (2.5) can be solved with respect to H for any given X̂ " , 
B~ , Wi , W2; in this case (2.4) can be rewritten as 
[ l -B ' (B-) , ]H(K l l K 2 ) = ( 0 > 0 ) , 
where 





• [I - (X")'X'2] + [B- - (I - B-B)W2]C(X1E1-1
1X1)"
1D'[I - {X;)'x'2] , 





• (X-)'B' - [B- - (I - B-B)W2]C(X1.S-1
1X1)-
1C/ 






- (I - B-B) [X2- + Wx(l - X2X~) + W2BX^]DCXiE^Xi)-^'. 
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